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Preference: Poster presentation

Antarctica is an inhospitable empty continent. The only possible in-situ measurement networks are
those for which robust methods and sensors exist that can withstand harsh conditions and run in fully
automatic mode unattended over long periods of time. This is not the case for the measurement of
precipitation.  The  measurement  of  snowfall  is  notoriously  difficult  in  general,  and  difficulties  are
exacerbated in Antarctica. On the high Antarctic plateau, where less than 10 cm of equivalent water
accumulate  each  year,  frost  deposition  and  extreme  cold  temperature  adversely  affect  traditional
precipitation gauges. At the peripheries,  katabatic winds induce frequent blowing snow which blur
snowfall observation. Databases of precipitation gauge reports such as that of the Global Precipitation
Climatology Center (GPCC) are virtually void over Antarctica. A lack of validation data may be a
reason why climate  models  used  to  predict  climate  change,  such as  those  in  the  CMIP5 archive,
considerably  diverge  as  to  their  reconstruction  of  even  the  current  continental-mean  antarctic
precipitation.
The models all predict that antarctic precipitation will increase in a warming climate, contributing a
moderation  of  sea-level  rise  due  to  other  causes.  Unsurprisingly,  the  models  diverge  as  to  the
magnitude of the increase. The drier models for present climate tend to predict a larger precipitation
increase. There is thus a strong need for a model-free (i.e. not based on meteorological analyses or re-

analyses)  climatology  of  antarctic  precipitation  to  evaluate  and  validate  the  models.  The  1st such
product was recently assembled using CloudSat Cloud Profiling Radar (CPR) data. While other radars
onboard satellites have been specifically designed to measure precipitation, none currently flies over
the polar regions, except CloudSat.
Consequently,  The  APRES3  (Antarctic  Precipitation:  REmote  Sensing  from  Surface  and  Space)
program was recently launched and will :
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- acquire and process a set of observations in Antarctica to characterize antarctic snowfall;
- use the data to calibrate and validate CloudSat snow fall retrieval over Antarctica;
- spatially and temporally expand the CloudSat climatology;
- finally, based on the above, evaluate and improve meteorological and climate models with respect to
depicting and predicting antarctic precipitation.
The present contribution will describe these objectives.


